
TRANSIT: Distillation
Our kickoff party! Join us for an evening of networking with food, drink, 
creative people... plus a showcase of some cool data visualizations.

“The role of data will be a key differentiator for the organisations that 
succeed in the next digital wave. Big Data Week educates and creates 
new opportunities for organisations of all shapes and sizes in 

understanding what big data can do for them now and in the future.”                    
                                                                          - Ande Gregson, 

Founder of media140 Worldwide; Big Data Week Asia Pacific & Australasia

*20/4
Saturday, 10am

Python Malaysia: Big Data Week Workshop
The Python language is emerging as a great tool for data analysis. Python 
User Group Malaysia takes a closer look, with examples from Kaggle.B
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Tuesday, 2pm

Big Data in Telecommunications 2
This is the sequel to last year’s Big Data in Telecommunications with TM R&D 
and Big Data Malaysia. If you work with telcos, this is for you.C
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24/4
Wednesday, 9am

Big Data: Strategy, Practice, and Research
A full-day event, featuring 8 expert talks plus a panel discussion, covering Big 
Data from the perspective of what’s possible, practical, and scalable.C
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Wednesday, 7pm

SNIA Malaysia Tech@Break
Meet the data storage experts; talks include scalable file systems, and a 
deep-dive into NFSv4.M
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25/4
Thursday, 9am

GPU Technology Workshop Asia 2013
Graphics Processing Units for general purpose computation. Tracks include 
Finance, Media & Entertainment, and of course... Big Data.B
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25/4
Thursday, 7pm

NoSQL Asia: Exploring The Technology Behind Big Data Week
NoSQL database technology is a key enabler of Big Data; come here for an 
intro to NoSQL, followed by talks on deeper stuff like graph DBs.B
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*26/4
Friday, 2.30pm

Data Journalism: Storytelling in M’sia with Big Data
Hear from our panel of experts about the "who, what and how" of 
emerging data journalism trends.Su
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Kuala Lumpur is part of #bdw13!
Check out the events listed below. All events are free. 
More details at http://bigdataweek.com/kualalumpur/
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[*Event details may change, especially due to elections; check the website for updates]

25/4
Thursday, 2pm

The Data Revolution: Powered by the AWS cloud
An event focused on the intersection between Big Data and the Cloud, as 
envisioned by Amazon Web Services. B
an
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http://bigdataweek.com/kualalumpur/
http://bigdataweek.com/kualalumpur/

